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s-2-s fire – Rescue Drag Bag for fire brigades, rescue teams, paramedics,
Samaritans etc.. This version is mechanically very loadable and with its low
weight (5.6 kg) and compactness (can be rolled up) very comfortable to carry.
s-2-s fire/Velcro – Velcro version / s-2-s fire/belt – belt version
The Velcro version allows quick packing of the victim even under zero visibility.
The Velcro version is used to 98 %. The belt version is only worth considering
for very special applications.

Roll-fix
To hold the coiled s-2-s fire in place, this Velcro belt is necessary. Ideal for
paramedics or for simple support when carrying. To attach the belt to a
breathing apparatus, Roll-fix fire in combination with Bag-fix need to be
ordered.
Roll-fix fire – For mounting the system onto the breathing apparatus
This pack-belt contains a clamp (carbine) that is required to attach Bag-fix.

Bag-fix – For mounting the system onto the breathing apparatus
With this fireproof support, the s-2-s fire can be mounted onto a breathing
apparatus. Two eyelets allow simple clamping to attach the system during
operation. The Velcro allows permanent fixing onto the breathing apparatus.
We recommend attaching a Bag-fix to each breathing apparatus so the s-2-s
can be attached to any device.
Sling bag
Is attached on the head side between the mat and the outside cover using
Velcro and used to store the support sling, a support rope or other
accessories. This bag can be integrated into an existing s-2-s without
modification. Please order support sling separately!
Support sling
It is easier to rescue a person upstairs when the rescue squad is
complemented by a third person that helps pulling from the head end using the
support sling. Down the stairs, the support sling can be used to break the s-2-s
at the foot end with a loop.
Embroidered label
The Rescue Drag Bags are as standard delivered with a Velcro strip that can
be marked with a permanent marker. There is also the possibility of an
embroidered name sign. The Roll-fix fire is labelled with a second sign.
That’s why 2 labels are recommended for each coiled s-2-s.
Force-cloth (can be upgraded)
For applications, in which the s-2-s is used above average (rough asphalt), it
can be upgraded with a force-cloth that can be detached with Velcro. This way
the replacement can be guaranteed when needed.
For normal applications, a force-cloth is not needed.
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Tunnel version (can be upgraded and replaced with force-cloth)
The tunnel version has been especially developed for very rough surfaces like
for example tunnels, garages and cellar grounds. The lifetime is considerably
extended with the ceramic stones and the smaller friction surface results in
very good gliding properties. It can easily replaced with a force-cloth and used
inside of buildings.
Storage bag
Suitable for paramedics, Samaritans etc. that want to store the s-2-s protected
from dust inside of the vehicles.

s-2-s public – Rescue Drag Bag for elderly homes, homes for disabled,
hospitals, high-rise buildings etc.. The s-2-s public is offered with a thicker mat
and can therefore not be coiled. It is meant to be stationary fixed in buildings,
so nursing & security staff and civilians have access to it.
Thick mat
Recommended for elderly homes, hospitals etc., where mainly fragile or
injured persons need to be rescued. The mat offers a slightly increased
comfort. The s-2-s cannot be rolled up anymore if the thicker mat is inserted.

Wall shell
Recommended for hanging up the system in buildings. The labelling hints the
content and the s-2-s public is protected from dust. The shell is blue
(rescue colour).

s-2-s medicinal / chemical – the washable version
Not fireproof but washable. For operations in hospitals, at emergency services,
chemical emergency units and funeral homes. This version consists of
antiseptic material and is easily washed. Also the inside mat can be washed as
easily as the outside cover.

s-2-s customer – custom-made Rescue Drag Bag
We gladly develop customer specific solutions.
You can check the status of current projects at www.retter.ch.
Repair service
If the s-2-s is not dragged over rough surfaces and the victim is packed
correctly, the Rescue Drag Bag will last several years.
A repair however is possible. We offer cost-effective repair service. Ask your
dealer for further information!
We gladly assist you with further information, suggestions and requests.
Visit us also at www.retter.ch.
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